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Current bioelectronics are facing a paradigm shift from old-fashioned unrecyclable materials to green and degradable functional materials with desired biocompatibility. As an essential electromechanical coupling component in many bioelectronics, new piezoelectric materials are being developed with biodegradability, as well as
desired mechanical and electromechanical properties for the next generation implantable and wearable bioelectronics. In this review, we provide an overview of the major advancements in biodegradable piezoelectric
materials. Diﬀerent natural (such as peptide, amino acids, proteins, cellulose, chitin, silk, collagen, and M13
phage) and synthetic piezoelectric materials (such as polylactic acid) are discussed to reveal the underlying
electromechanical coupling mechanism at the molecular level, together with typical approaches to the alignment
of orientation and polarization to boost their electromechanical performance. Meanwhile, in vivo and in vitro
degradation manners of those piezoelectric materials are summarized and compared. Representative developments of typical electronic prototypes leveraging these materials are also discussed. At last, challenges toward
practical applications are pointed out together with potential research opportunities that might be critical in this
new materials research area.

1. Introduction
Piezoelectric materials are a group of substances that show electric
responses (e.g., the accumulation of charges on the surface) when
subject to mechanical stress. The early piezoelectric material—Rochelle
salt was ﬁrst synthesized for medical purposes in the late 17th century
[1,2]. It was the Curie brothers who ﬁrst discovered the piezoelectric
eﬀect as they demonstrated that the eﬀect is closely associated with
crystal structures by directly observing the piezoelectric behaviors from
solids like quartz, cane sugar, Rochelle salt etc [3]. By looking into the
crystallography, 20 crystal classes were found to exhibit the direct
piezoelectric eﬀect due to the lack of central symmetry in the unit cell,
leading to the emergence of perovskite barium titanate (BTO) and the
lead zirconate titanate (PZT) family around the world war II [4–6].
Another milestone in the evolution of piezoelectric materials is the
discovery of decent piezoelectric coeﬃcients (20–30 pC/N for d33 and
16 pC/N for d31) from synthetic polymers, such as polyvinylidene
ﬂuoride (PVDF) [7–9]. Nowadays, new inorganic and organic piezoelectric materials with advanced properties and broader functionalities
are continuously being discovered and created [10–12].
Piezoelectrics are essential in the modern society. Statistics show
that their market size is expected to reach 27.24 billion US dollars by
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2020 from 20.35 billion in 2015, growing at a high compound annual
growth rate of 6.01% [13]. Their applications cover extensive ﬁelds
from automobiles (e.g., tire monitoring [14], fuel injector [15]) to architectures (e.g., building & bridge oscillation monitoring [16]), from
biomedicals (e.g., ultrasonic imaging [17], wireless pacemaker [18],
and implantable energy harvester [19]) to daily necessaries (e.g., shoes
[19], speakers [20], igniters [21], and transformers [22]), and from
advanced instruments (e.g., inkjet printer [23], atomic force microscope [24]) to militaries (e.g., robotics [25]). On the other hand, the
raising awareness of lead leaching from the best-performed PZT family
is undermining its application potential [26,27]. Alternative lead-free
piezoceramics (BTO and potassium sodium niobate (KNN) based materials) are facing challenges from recycling of their waste while lacking
of ﬂexibility [28,29]. The degradation of PVDF could generates toxic
HF that is detrimental to both environment and humanity [30,31]. As
bioelectronics typically interface human bodies, conventional piezoelectric materials have great concerns of biosafety and biocompatibility. In addition, biodegradability, the capability for biological degradation of organic materials by living organisms down to the base
substances, is another greatly desired feature, which can circumvent
additional surgical procedures and introduce superb biocompatibility
and environmental friendliness [32–35]. Therefore, novel piezoelectric
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model) of glycine crystallizing in three distinct polymorphs, namely,
alpha (α), beta (β) and gamma (γ). As shown in the ﬁgure, the antiparallel molecular dipoles in the α phase glycine (space group P21/c)
cancel each other and produce no net polarization. β-glycine (space
group P21) has a net polarization along the longitudinal axis which
contributes to the 22 piezoelectric coeﬃcient. Similarly, γ-glycine
(space group P31) exhibits a spontaneous polarization along the vertical
axis corresponding to the 33 piezoelectric coeﬃcient. Piezoelectric
matrixes were calculated for β- and γ-glycine (Fig. 1b). The largest
strain coeﬃcient d33 in γ-glycine was found to be 10.4 pm V−1, which
is comparable to the highest piezo-response of zinc oxide (Fig. 1b).
Intriguingly, the predicted shear piezoelectric coeﬃcient d16 in β-glycine has a remarkably high value of 195 pm V−1 (Fig. 1c). The prediction was veriﬁed experimentally by direct piezoelectricity measurements using a piezometer and an impedance analyzer for both βand γ- glycine (Fig. 1d). γ-glycne exhibited d11, d22 and d33 coeﬃcient
of 1.7, −1.1, and 9.93 pmV−1, respectively, agreeing perfectly with the
calculated values. Meanwhile, the measured d16 in β-glycine was
178 ± 11 pm V−1, also closely matching the calculated number. This
value was within the same magnitude of coeﬃcients from many highperformance perovskite ceramics, such as BTO [5] and KNN [51]. The
remarkable shear piezoelectricity was attributed to the super-molecular
packing in β-glycine that tunes the density, elasticity, and permittivity
of the material. Although this β-glycine with ultrahigh piezoelectric
response is very promising in electromechanical devices development,
one major challenge is its stability, because β phase is metastable and
can spontaneously transform into another two phases even in ambient
environment.
DL-alanine is another amino acid that has been conﬁrmed with high
piezoelectric performance [46,52]. It crystallizes in orthorhombic
symmetry forming a racemic crystal, which renders DL-alanine a nonzero longitudinal d33 coeﬃcient together with two transverse (d31 and
d32) and two shear coeﬃcients (d14 and d15). Thompson et al. combined
DFT calculation and experiment measurements to investigate the piezoelectric properties of this racemic crystal [53]. Compared to L-alanine
where molecules pack in antiparallel, there is a strong net dipole in a
unit cell of DL-alanine due to the parallel layer alternating between the
L and D isomers (Fig. 2a). The spontaneous polarization suggests a high
piezoelectricity. Calculation showed that this racemic crystal has piezoelectric coeﬃcients ranging from −1.09 to 17.75 pm V−1 (d33
around 10.34 pm V−1). More importantly, thanks to the low relative
permittivity (2–3), the theoretical piezoelectric voltage coeﬃcients (up
to 0.8 V N−1) could even exceed the values of most PZT ceramics
(Fig. 2b). To validate the theoretical prediction, high density ﬁlms of
DL-alanine single crystal needles were obtained from isopropyl alcohol
solvent (Fig. 2c). However, the piezometer measurements revealed that
the average longitudinal d33 was relatively low (~4 pC N−1). This
might because of the randomness of crystal growth where the d31 and
d32 contributions could dilute the real d33 values. 9.1 pC N−1 of d33 has
been quantiﬁed by piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) on a single
needle, which is in a good consistence with the predicted one. It is
worth noting that a single manual compression on the device based on
DL-alanine crystal is able to generate 0.8 V response that is higher than
most other amino acids (Fig. 2d).
Strong linear electromechanical coupling was also found in peptide,
a compound consisting of at least two amino acids linked by peptide
bond. Diphenylalanine (FF) is a peptide discovered from amyloid-β
protein in Alzheimers disease [54,55], which demonstrated a perovskites-comparable piezoelectricity. This FF peptide tends to form a
self-assembled nanostructure, especially nanotubes (Fig. 3a) [55,56].
Molecular simulation of FF solution shows that backbone interaction
due to the electrostatic force instead of π-π stacking of phenyl ring
drives the initial aggregation, whereas solvent-mediated forces dominate the later crystal growth forming nanotubes (Fig. 3b) [57–59].
Kholkin et al. found the strong shear piezoelectric activity in peptide
nanotubes (PNTs) by using PFM to measure the out-of-plane (OOP) and

materials with ideal biodegradability are the trend for the new generation of implantable and wearable bioelectronics.
Fortunately, small biomolecules like amino acids possess chiral
symmetry group, while hierarchical biomaterials such as protein-based
polymers (e.g., silk and collagen) and polysaccharides (e.g., cellulose
and chitin) form low-symmetric helical and ﬁbrous structures, exhibiting intriguing piezoelectric eﬀect. Additionally, fast advances in
synthetic polymer chemistry allow the design of artiﬁcial piezoelectric
materials in green and eﬃcient fashions. Those natural or synthetic
materials are feasible to be either decomposed into basic molecules like
water and carbon dioxide or reabsorbed at biologically benign or
physiological conditions. Although most of these materials typically
show lower piezoelectric responses compared to the regular commercial piezo-counterparts, approaches such as adjustment in orientation
and polarization direction are expected to boost their electromechanical coupling over several orders of magnitudes, enabling the
promises for bioelectronics with unique biodegradable properties.
Therefore, in this review, we provide an overview of the most recent
major advancements in biodegradable piezoelectric materials. We ﬁrst
introduce diﬀerent natural and synthetic piezoelectric materials with
attempts to understand the underlying electromechanical coupling
mechanism at the molecular level. Then, representative implementations of typical electronic prototypes leveraging these materials with
enhanced piezoelectricity will be discussed. At last, challenges toward
practical applications are discussed together with potential research
directions that could facilitate further development. Diﬀerent from
other previous articles that are mostly devoted to the progress of piezoelectric biomaterials [36–38], this review focuses on novel piezoelectric biomaterials sharing the unique characteristic of biodegradability, providing insights into their origin of piezoelectricity, as well as
new application opportunities as wearable and implantable bioelectronics.
2. Biological piezoelectric materials
Biological materials usually have highly ordered structures with low
symmetry and lacking an inversion center. Therefore, linear electromechanical coupling is an inherent property of many biomolecules.
Since the discovery of piezoelectric eﬀect in natural materials such as
cellulose [39], chitin [40], and collagen [41] nearly sixty years ago,
more and more biological materials have been witnessed with piezoelectricity.
2.1. Amino Acids/Peptides/ proteins
Amino acids are organic compounds containing amine (eNH2) and
carboxyl (eCOOH) functional groups, along with a side chain (R group)
speciﬁc to types. They have good solubility in water. There are 20 kinds
of amino acids appearing in genetic code of human body. Lemanov
et al. did pioneering studies on the piezoelectricity of these 20 amino
acids by evaluating the piezoelectric response of crystalline powders
under high-frequency (~10 MHz) electric pulses [42–45]. Over 16
amino acids and their compounds were found to be piezoelectric at
room temperature. Another amino acid—L-methionine even showed
moderate piezoelectricity at T < 210 K [46]. They also noticed that γglycine and DL-alanine have the best performance that is comparable to
or even exceeds quartz crystals. These pioneering works inspired later
piezoelectric explorations of amino acids.
2.1.1. Piezoelectricity study
Piezoelectricity of glycine has been studied after Lemanov and only
modest performances were reported [47–49]. In a most recent work by
Guerin et al., they revealed the origin of piezoelectricity in glycine and
found remarkably high shear piezo-responses [50]. Density functional
theory was used to predict the piezoelectric behavior of diﬀerent glycine polymorphs. Fig. 1a shows the space-ﬁlling calotte models (CPK
2
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Fig. 1. (a) Computed molecular dipoles in
glycine molecules with diﬀerent polymorphs
(α, β, and γ). (b) Calculated piezoelectric
coeﬃcients for β -glycine. (c) Calculated
piezoelectric coeﬃcients for γ -glycine. (d)
(i) As-grown β -glycine microneedles. (ii)
Four-point probe electrode set-up for β -glycine piezoresponse measurement. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright
2018 Springer Nature.

piezo-component was quantiﬁed by comparing the response with
standard LiNbO3 (LNO) piezoelectric material, because their shear
piezo-responses have almost the same dependence on scanning angle α
(Fig. 3d). It was found that the shear response of PNT had a strong

in-plane (IP) polarizations of single nanotube (Fig. 3c) [60]. PNTs with
hexagonal crystal symmetry (P61) showed a strong shear piezoelectricity (d15) along the tube axis. Nevertheless, the OOP signals representing the longitudinal coeﬃcient was relatively weak. The shear

Fig. 2. (a) Molecular dipoles in L-Alanine and DL-Alanine. (b) Calculated piezoelectric voltage coeﬃcients for L-Alanine and DL-Alanine. (c) As-grown racemic DLAlanine microneedles (d) Open circuit voltage harvested from DL-alanine ﬁlms under normal ﬁnger compression. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [53].
Copyright 2018, the American Physical Society.
3
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Fig. 3. (a) HR-TEM images of FF peptide
nanotubes. Insets are SEM image of individual FF nanotube. (i) Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [55]. Copyright 2003,
the American Association for the Advancement of Science. (ii) Reprinted with permission from Ref. [56]. Copyright 2007,
Wiley-VC. (b) Nanotube forming mechanism with initial aggregation and later
crystal growth based on molecular dynamic
simulation. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [57]. Copyright 2018, the American
Chemical Society. (c) Piezoelectricity of two
nanotubes (A and B) with opposite polarizations. (d) Piezoresponses as a function of
angle for FF nanotube and Y-cut LiNbO3.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [60].
Copyright 2010, the American Chemical
Society.

form ammonia and CO2 [69]. Analogously, alanine participated in the
essential glucose-alanine cycle between tissue and liver in mammals.
Escherichia coli (E. coli), a type of bacteria that normally lives in intestines, can degrade alanine. The catabolism process involves transport, racemization to D-alanine (if the amino acid is L-alanine), and
oxidative deamination by D-amino acid dehydrogenase to pyruvate and
ammonia, which eventually could be utilized as carbon or nitrogen
sources [70]. Therefore, these in vivo degradable amino acids/peptides/proteins have great promise being used as components for transient implantable sensors and energy harvesters. However, the instability of those crystals under relatively harsh environment (e.g.,
piezoelectricity dropping over 70 °C [62,71] and irreversible phase
transition at 140–150 °C [71,72]) as well as their extremely high rigidity (Young’s modulus up to 20 GPa [73]) may raise concerns for
their further applications where strategies may need to modify and
tuning the downsides.

correlation with the diameter, and the 200 nm PNT exhibited the same
d15 as bulk LNO (60 ± 10 pm V−1). In addition to hexagonal symmetry, Safaryan et al. made use of inkjet printing technology with
ethylene glycol as solvent and obtained FF microribbons in another
orthorhombic structure [61]. They conﬁrmed that the d15 coeﬃcient of
orthorhombic FF was around 40 ± 5 pm V−1 by PFM measurement,
which was also higher than typical PVDF polymers. To quantify the
longitudinal response, Semen et al. placed the PFM tip on the top of a
vertical hexagonal PNT and applied an AC voltage sweeping from 0 to
5 V. The d33 of 18 ± 5 pm V−1 was determined as a slope of the
displacement versus voltage amplitude [62]. Several other research also
validated that the d33 piezoelectric coeﬃcients of FF nanostructures
were within the range of 9.9 – 17.9 pm V−1 [63–65].
Proteins are large biomolecules yet still consist of amino acids.
Weak piezoelectricity has been observed in lysozyme [66–68], an antibacterial enzyme widely found in the egg whites of birds and in
mammalian tears, saliva and milk. Stapleton et al. synthesized the lysozyme crystal ﬁlm with two diﬀerent crystal structures (tetragonal and
monoclinic) following the crystallization protocol outlined by Hampton
Research [66]. Piezometer measurements showed that both tetragonal
and monoclinic ﬁlms exhibited weak piezo-responses with an average
piezoelectric coeﬃcient of 3.16 pm V−1 for the tetragonal phase, while
only 0.94 pm V−1 for the monoclinic one. The low macroscopic piezoresponse of aggregated ﬁlms could be attributed to the polarization
cancellation in diﬀerent domains and antiparallel arrangement of dipoles in the amino acid basis.

2.2. Polysaccharides
Polysaccharides are large biomolecules consisting of a large amount
of monosaccharide units bonded together by glycosidic linkages. They
are the most abundant carbohydrate materials that widely exist in animals, plants, and microorganisms. They have been employed for
transient medical applications (e.g., drug [74,75], gene [76,77], macromolecule delivery [78], and tissue engineering [79], etc.) because of
their intrinsic enzymatic degradability. Natural polysaccharides materials like cellulose and chitin have low-symmetry hierarchical ﬁbrous
structure exhibiting appreciable piezoelectricity.

2.1.2. Degradation behavior
One intriguing merit of the piezoelectric amino acid, peptide and
protein crystal materials is their descent piezoelectric coeﬃcients together with a relatively low dielectric constant, which could oﬀer extraordinary voltage constants even orders of magnitude larger than the
best piezoelectric ceramics available today. Another advantage of these
materials is the simple processing approaches that mostly only involve
water as the solvent. The Amino acids, peptides and proteins could also
gradually decompose into basic molecules in aqueous environment (or
bioﬂuids). The residues could either stay with the host system without
triggering intense immunogenic responses or be reabsorbed as nutrients. For instance, glycine is a basic nutrient that plays a signiﬁcant
role in neurological function, metabolic regulation, and anti-oxidative
reactions. Studies found that glycine is synthesized in many mammals
from common biomolecules like serine, choline, and threonine. Glycine
is easily catabolized and absorbed mostly through the small intestine
where the enzyme glycine cleavage system initiates its degradation to

2.2.1. Piezoelectricity study
Cellulose has beta glucose as the monomer linked through 1,4 glycosidic bonds and is inclined to form ﬁbril bundles in the wood cell
[80,81]. It is also one of the earliest natural materials found with piezoelectric response [39,82,83]. Fukada ﬁrst quantiﬁed the piezo-coefﬁcients in the natural wood as he assumed that the cellulose crystallites
in wood oriented with same probability over positive and negative direction along the z-axis while randomly distributed in the x-y plane
[82]. This assumption led to non-zero d14 and d25 (d25 = −d14) in the
wood matrix and the value was only one twentieth of that of standard
quartz. This result was reasonable considering the low cellulose crystallinity and large interferences from other components in wood. The
advance in wood technologies enabled the fully extraction of cellulose
from wood allowing more precise measurement of its piezoelectricity.
Extracted cellulose from wood was found to have two polymorphs, Iα
4
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematics of hydrogen and covalent bonding in Quasi-2D nanocellulose slabs stacked by Van der Waals interactions (b) calculated piezoelectricity of
three single hydrogen bondings (upper panel) and extended crystal (lower panel, d22 and d11). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [84]. Copyright 2016, Springer
Nature. (c) The displacement (z-direction) of cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) ﬁlm as a result of their piezoelectric eﬀect. (d) Vertical displacement of CNC ﬁlms as a
function of applied electric ﬁelds. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [85]. Copyright 2010, the American Chemical Society. (e) Piezoelectric coeﬃcient of
electroactive cellulose paper as a function of the drawing ratio. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [86]. Copyright 2009, Elsevier.

cellulose ﬁlm (electroactive paper) and obtained piezoelectric coeﬃcients from 0.41 pC/N to 7.3 pC/N, corresponding to a drawing ratio
from 1.0 to 2.0. (Fig. 4e). However, piezoelectricity enabled by mechanical stretching such as drawing is still controversial, as if there is no
favored orientation in the cellulose ﬁlm, drawing probably only increase the anti-parallel packing of dipoles which together cancel out the
net dipole and piezoelectricity [90].
Like cellulose, chitin is the second most abundant natural polysaccharide that has been produced at 100 billion tons/year. Chitin is
composed of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units through covalent β-(1 → 4)linkages [91,92]. It is the building block that strengthens the exoskeletons of crustaceans (shrimp and crab), insects, and the cell walls of
fungi (Fig. 5a) [92]. Since it shares an analogous structure as cellulose,
chitin was also found piezoelectric. There are three polymorphs in the
polysaccharides, i.e., α, β, γ. Early in 1970 s, Fukada et al. reported a
weak shear piezoelectricity (less than 0.1 pC N−1) in α-chitin, when
they applied an oscillating stress at a frequency of 10 Hz to a chitin
sample [40]. A recent DFT calculations by Kim et al. compared the
piezoelectricity in both α- and β-phases of chitin [93]. As presented in
Fig. 5b, the net polarization of the ß-conformation in the chitin crystal
is strongly uniaxial with a theoretical overall polarization of 1.87 C
m−2 along the [0 0 1] direction. However, the net polar response of αchitin was weak along all directions of the electric ﬁeld, which indicated marginal piezoelectricity in α-chitin. Moreover, Kim et al. used
PFM to measure the synthesized β-rich chitin ﬁlm and revealed a piezoelectric constant of ~4 pm V−1 in concert with the calculation.

and Iβ [80]. Iβ has a monoclinic crystal structure. Iα has a non-symmetric triclinic crystal structure yet is a metastable phase that could
transform into Iβ. Garcia et al. predicted the in-layer piezoelectricity of
Iβ cellulose from a combination of ab-initio and ad-hoc models, and
suggested that the piezoelectricity is originated from hydrogen bonding
[84]. Their model is presented in Fig. 4a, where the cellulose crystal
layers are held by Van der Waals (VdW) interaction, and the in-plane
intramolecular interaction is through aligned hydrogen bonding (HB)
and inner chain connection is through covalent bonding (CB). The deformation of each single HB under varying electric ﬁeld in the unit cell
was calculated and remarkably high piezoelectricity was discovered
ranging from 4.3 to 36.4 pm V−1. Nevertheless, the piezoelectric
coeﬃcient of the entire quasi-2D slab was largely inﬂuenced by the
mechanical constriction inherent to CB along the chain direction. Although relatively low d22 (1.3 pm V−1) and d11 (0.9 pm V−1) were
obtained, they were still comparable to quartz.
On the contrary to low piezo-response from cellulose with amorphous components, a record-high shear piezoelectric constant d25 was
reported by Csoka et al. in ultrathin aligned cellulose nanocrystals
(CNC) thin ﬁlms, formed with the aids of shear force and electrical ﬁeld
[85]. The piezoelectric response from the CNC ﬁlm was monitored by
measuring the height deﬂection using a conductive AFM tip (Fig. 4c).
CNC ﬁlms with an 88% degree of alignment under 800 V/cm at 2 kHz
yielded the highest piezoelectric response of 210 pC N−1 (Fig. 4d).
Although this signiﬁcantly higher value seems to be inconsistent with
previous calculation results, it might be reasonable considering that the
measured coeﬃcient was from shear component (d25) while calculated
ones were longitudinal coeﬃcients (d11 and d22). Nevertheless, this
response was only detected at the microscopic scale by AFM. The
electrostatic interaction at the AFM tip may have profound interference
with the intrinsic piezoelectricity. In addition, moderate piezoelectricity (d31) was also observed in regenerative cellulose with II
phase drawn at diﬀerent ratio by Jaehwan Kim et al. [86–89]. They
investigated the stress-charge behaviors of mechanically elongated

2.2.2. Degradation behavior
Despite that cellulose is a simple polymer, the numerous intra-/
inter-molecular hydrogen bonds inside/between polymer chains render
the crystalline microﬁbrils highly resistant to hydrolysis. While fully
biocompatible, cellulose is only degradable by microbial and fungal
enzymes [94]. Owing to the lack of hydrolytic enzymes that attack the
linkages, the in vivo degradation of cellulose in body is rather
5
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Fig. 5. (a) Chitin as building block that strengthens the exoskeletons and cell walls for many creatures. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [92]. Copyright 2016,
Elsevier. (b) DFT simulation of polarizations in β-chitin nanoﬁber. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier.

matrix, collagen, is a typical example of such polymers, which is responsible for the piezoelectric eﬀect found in bones over ﬁfty years ago
[41,102,103]. Other animal-derived polymers with a similar structure
as collagen, have also been discovered piezoelectric. Here, silk and
collagen, the two most-studied and widely-used animal polymers, and
the origin of their piezoelectricity will be discussed.

challenging [95]. Even for organisms having the capability of eﬃciently
degrading cellulose, they have to produce a battery of enzymes with
diﬀerent speciﬁcities that work together to enable the degradation
[94]. The complete degradation of cellulose into carbon dioxide and
water requires synergistic interaction between mixed populations of
cellulolytic and non-cellulolytic microorganisms. Although there are
studies reporting the in vivo degradation of chemically modiﬁed cellulose [96–98], (for instance, the oxidized regenerated cellulose formed
from nitrogen dioxide treated plant material are feasible to be absorbable and completely degraded over several weeks depending on location and quantity), the inherent piezoelectricity might be compromised
during the speciﬁc chemical treatment as both structure, crystallinity
and dipoles are altered.
Unlike cellulose, chitin is susceptible to hydrolysis through lysozyme, which is an enzyme ubiquitously existing in mammals. Thus,
chitin-based materials are feasible for decomposition in vivo [99–101].
Tomihata et al. did pioneering studies on both in-vitro and in-vivo
degradation behavior of chitin and its deacetylated derivatives [99].
They prepared ﬁlms with a thickness of 150 μm from specimens with
diﬀerent degrees of deacetylation (from 0% to 100%). Both experiments were conducted in PBS solution containing lysozyme (in-vitro)
and in subdermal tissue of Wistar rats back (in-vivo). It was found that
pure chitin exhibited fast decomposition compared to deacetylated
derivatives, which had approximately 20% and 50% weight remaining
after 30-hour immersing in PBS solution and 2-week implantation in
rats, respectively. However, one should note that while the pure chitin
has the fast degradation rate, it also triggered the strongest inﬂammatory tissue reaction at the initial stage around 1 week as rapidly
biodegradable biomaterials elicit an acute inﬂammation reaction due to
a signiﬁcantly large production of low-molecular-weight compounds.
This tissue response would decrease after 2 weeks and become very
mild after 4 weeks, indicating a relatively good biocompatibility.
Overall, abundance and high biocompatibility are the main merits
of piezoelectric polyssacharides. Although there were sporadic reports
regarding the high piezoelectricity, eﬀective methods are required to
improve their moderate piezoelectric coeﬃcients in order to enable
practical applications for bioelectronics.

2.3.1. Piezoelectricity study
As a material closely associated with human history, silk had a long
history of application that could date back to 8500 years ago in China.
The structure of silk, fully unveiled until the recent two centuries, was
demonstrated to have three conﬁgurations, namely, the water-soluble
silk I, the crystalline silk II, and the amphiphilic silk (Fig. 6a)
[104,105]. The mechanically unstable silk I only contains random-coil
of protein polymers forming an amorphous structure. Silk III with
threefold helical chain conformation usually act as surfactant at the airwater interface during silk processing. Only the silk II structure contains
high-crystalline antiparallel β-sheet arranging in a monoclinic unit cell.
Fukada et al. conducted the ﬁrst measurement of the piezoelectricity
from orientated silk bundles [106]. Their silk ﬁbers were dried for
weeks in a desiccator containing calcium chloride, and polarization was
observed when pressure was applied on the bundles in a direction 45°
away from the orientation axis of ﬁbers. Although they obtained a fair
shear value of piezoelectricity of ~1 pC N−1, the correlation between
the piezoelectric response and active silk components was not scrutinized.
In a recent study by Yucel et al., the structural origin of silk piezoelectricity was revealed [107]. They developed a zone-drawing device that enabled drawing of silk ﬁlms to a desired ratio at high temperatures. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and wideangle X-ray diﬀraction (WAXD) together conﬁrmed the strong positive
correlation between silk II β-sheet content and the draw ratio λ. The
ﬁlm drawn to the highest ratio of 2.7 before broke exhibited the largest
shear piezoelectricity d14 of ~−1.5 pC N−1, corresponding to an increase in d14 of over two orders of magnitude (Fig. 6a) from original
ﬁlms. The FTIR and WAXD results showed the increase of II β-phase
crystallinity at higher drawing ratio. This work showed that mechanical
drawing is an eﬀective approach to induce piezoelectricity in silk ﬁbers,
and the silk piezoelectricity is closely related to the combination of high
β-sheet crystal content and crystal orientation (Fig. 6b). In analogy to
previously discussed drawn cellulose ﬁlm, if there is no favored orientation in the silk ﬁlm, drawing is only able to increase the antiparallel packing of dipoles, leading to reduced net dipole. At the
meanwhile, one should also note that a relatively low measurement

2.3. Animal-derived polymers
A wide range of animal ﬁbers are made of protein polymers. Unlike
the above-mentioned protein crystals, most polymers from animals are
semi-crystalline with highly-ordered crystalline regions separated by
amorphous amino acid sequences. The piezo-active organic polymer
6
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic image of the deduced
silk ﬁbroin structure. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [104]. Copyright 2015,
Wiley-VC (b) The shear piezoelectric coeﬃcient d14 as a function of the drawing ratio
λ. Insets are 2D WAXD plots. (c) The impact
of processing parameters and structure om
piezoelectricity in silk ﬁbroin. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [107]. Copyright
2011, Wiley-VC.

piezoelectricity was measured from those samples by PFM (Fig. 7c).
Two diﬀerent domains representing opposite polarizations were clearly
observed by PFM. Both in-plane and out-of-plane piezoresponse as a
function of applied AC voltage were measured, from which the piezoelectric coeﬃcients d33 and d31 were estimated to be 0.89 ± 0.08 pC
N−1 and −4.84 ± 2.96 pC N−1, respectively (Fig. 7c). The macroscopic piezoelectric response of scleral tissue (types I, III, V, and VI
collagen incorporate [119]) from human and bovine eyes investigated
by Ghosh et al. presented an order of magnitude higher value with a d31
up to 31.8 pC N−1 [120]. While both human and bovine samples had
decent piezoelectric coeﬃcients that were comparable to PVDF, the
response decreased as a function of time when the sample became dehydrated. Denning et al. further compared the piezoelectricity of individual type I and type II (mostly in cartilage) collagen ﬁbril by harnessing the PFM [121]. 3D topography images overlaid with d15
piezoelectric coeﬃcient maps showed that type I collagen had signiﬁcant higher shear piezoelectricity than type I collagen. Speciﬁcally,
the lateral PFM measuring the amplitude as a function applied AC
voltage revealed that the average shear coeﬃcient for type I (2.2 ± 0.5
a.u.) was approximately 68% higher than that of type II (0.7 ± 0.2
a.u.). It was attributed to the diﬀerent polypeptide chains with less
dipole and more covalent crosslinks that impeded mechanical deformability and lowered piezoresponse in type II collagen.

frequency was employed at their work (0.5 Hz) compared to typical
piezoelectric tests (above 30 kHz [108,109]). As other electromechanical couplings such as ion migrations, electrostatic eﬀect and
interfacial polarization are sensitive to low frequency stimuli, they may
interfere with intrinsic piezoelectricity and lead to inaccurate test result. Thus, the reported shear piezoelectricity of silk here might not be
intrinsic. In addition, repolarization of silk ﬁbers under a high electrical
ﬁeld was reported by Pan et al. [110]. A superior arrangement of βsheet in the silk ﬁber poled by a 3 × 106 V/m electrical ﬁeld led to
three times higher electrical potential (40.7 mV) compared to the one
without poling (13.4 mV).
Collagen as another protein-based polymer, commonly exists in
organs/tissues of mammals such as bone, skin, and cartilage. In an early
study by Marino and Becker, the piezoelectric response of human bones
was tested after either demineralization or decollagenation [103]. They
found that the piezoelectricity in bones might completely arose from
the organic component—collagen. Even inorganic hydroxyapatite nanocrystals in bones were observed with piezoelectricity later
[111–113], collagen was still believed to play a major role in the
electromechanical coupling of bones. In 2002, Kumar et al. used molecular dynamics (MD) to understand the piezoelectric behavior of
collagen [114]. They found that the piezoelectric eﬀect in short collagen ﬁbrils was determined by reorientation of the backbone polar
groups in response to mechanical stress. Nevertheless, their simulation
model (a short chain simply incorporating a sequence of three types of
amino acids) was rather ideal and basic to represent the real scenario.
Zhou et al. later built a more complicated, right-handed, super-twisted
collagens model to unveil the native collagen piezoelectricity at the
molecular level (Fig. 7a) [115]. The simulation revealed that collagen
ﬁbril has spontaneous uniaxial polarization along the long axis. They
also pointed out that the mechanical stress-induced reorientation of the
permanent dipoles inside individual polar residues gave rise to the
longitudinal piezoelectric coeﬃcient d33 of ~2.64 pC N−1 (Fig. 7b).
A total of 28 types of collagen [116,117] with high hierarchy have
been discovered displaying various mechanical properties, allowing for
diverse piezoelectric activities. For instance, Denning et al. discovered
decent piezoelectricity from rat tail tendons (majority of type I collagen) [118]. By sectioning rat tail tendons at angles of 0, 59, and 90
degree relative to the plane orthogonal to the major axis,

2.3.2. Degradation behavior
Both silk and collagen belong to enzymatically degradable polymers
that require catalysis to undergo eﬀective degradation under physiological conditions. For instance, silk is susceptible to proteolytic enzymes such as chymotrypsin, actinase, and carboxylase [122–124]. In
vitro studies revealed that the amorphous region of silk could be digested quickly in the ﬁrst few days in an enzyme solution [125], while
the highly ordered crystalline region requires longer time (over
15 days) for digestion [126]. Speciﬁcally, Minoura et al. prepared silk
ﬁbroin membrane through casting from the diluted liquid silk solution
and dried at 25 °C. Exposed to a neutral Pronase E solution at 37 °C,
they compared the in-vitro degradation behaviors of as-prepared silk
ﬁbroin membrane with commercial silk suture. It was found that the
weight of silk ﬁbroin membrane sharply decreased over the ﬁrst few
days followed by leveling oﬀ at 90 percent of original value. They
7
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Fig. 7. (a) Simulation models of collagen
molecule and collagen microﬁbril. (b) The
electric displacement (among z-direction) as
a function of axial stress. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [115]. Copyright
2016, the American Chemical Society. (c)
PFM maps (upper panel) of 0° sections of rat
tail tendon and piezoelectric responses in
the 0° section (lower panel). Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [118]. Copyright
2017, the American Chemical Society. (d)
AFM topography image of type I and type II
collagen ﬁbrils overlaid with piezoresponses
(upper panel) and PFM amplitude as a
function of AC voltage (lower panel). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [121].
Copyright 2014, the American Institute of
Physics Publishing LLC.

collagen also provides more building blocks for designing functional
devices with desired mechanical and piezoelectric properties.

attributed the fast weight loss to the quick digestion of molecules in the
amorphous region, while remained weight belongs to crystalline area.
This was evidenced by the degradation behavior of high crystallized silk
suture as almost no digestion or surface morphology change was observed. Compared to in vitro degradation through enzymatic solution,
in vivo degradation of silk is usually induced by the foreign body reaction mechanism, the degradation process would not lead to signiﬁcant immunogenic response. The ﬁnal degradation products are
amino acids which are easily absorbed by the host. However, the in vivo
decomposition of silk materials always requires a long period of time
from several months to years. Wang et al. studied the degradation of
silk scaﬀold in nude mice and Lewis rats, and they found distinctive
degradation behaviors of silk fabricated from diﬀerent processes [127].
While most silk scaﬀolds prepared from an all-aqueous process completely disappeared between 2 and 6 months, those processed in organic solvent (hexaﬂuoroisopropanol (HFIP)) could last beyond 1 year.
Those results indicated the eﬀective tuning of biodegradation behavior
among silks through adjusting their crystallinity and processing
methods.
Compared to silk-based materials, in vivo degradation of collagen
(collagenolysis) has a relatively rapid rate. Through studying radiolabeled proline as a key component in collagen, the skin collagen
degradation rate (metabolism rate) in adult rats was found typically
between 3 and 5% per day [128]. Nevertheless, the degradation behavior of foreign implants consisting of collagen is diﬀerent. Alberti
et al. studied the biodegradation of scaﬀolds comprised of highly
aligned collagen ﬁbrils in Sprague–Dawley rats [129]. The scaﬀolds
were made of decellularized tendon using a slicing, stacking and rolling
technique. They found that the crosslinking of collagen by glutaraldehyde could largely improve the stability. While the non-crosslinked
collagen scaﬀolds rapidly degraded and lost the ﬁber morphology in
three weeks; the crosslinked samples remained intact for nine weeks.
Despite that the piezoelectric coeﬃcients of silks and collagens were
generally lower compared to commercial piezoelectrics, their excellent
biocompatibility, controllable biodegradability, and almost zero immunogenic degradation byproducts still make animal-derived polymer
a promising candidate for bioelectronics. Moreover, the diversity in

2.4. Virus
Virus has the simplest structure of living beings with a nucleic acid
genome as the core and an outside protein protection layer (capsid).
Nowadays, virus has found great values in biomedicals. For instance,
viruses could be engineered as an eﬀective vehicle to deliver a speciﬁc
gene to infected cells oﬀering new possibilities of treating diseases
[130–132]. The capsid consisting of highly-ordered proteins endowed
piezoelectric response in certain viruses and enabled their great potential in functional bioelectronics.
2.4.1. Piezoelectricity study
M13 bacteriophage is a virus that exhibits strong piezoelectricity.133–135 The protein coating of M13 could be functionalized
with a broad range of molecules in a very mild biocompatible environment, and thus expand the application of M13 phage in medicals
and synthetic biology [136]. Its piezoelectricity was studied by Lee
et al. ﬁrst in 2012 [133]. The protein pVIII coated on M13 phage has an
α-helical structure with a net dipole moment from amino-end (negative) pointing to the carboxyl-terminal (positive) (Fig. 8a). PFM characterization on phage virus displayed strong piezoelectric response at
both lateral and axial directions indicating the existence of longitudinal
and shear piezoelectricity. Since the bacteriophage has a good engineerability, two additional negatively charged amino-acid glutamate
(E) could be added to its amino-terminals forming a 4E-phage with
enhanced polarization. While a monolayer of unmodiﬁed phage has an
eﬀective piezoelectric coeﬃcient (deﬀ) around 0.30 ± 0.03 pm V−1,
the 4E-phage exhibited more than 2-times larger value of
0.70 ± 0.05 pm V−1. Additionally, the piezoelectric property could be
further improved by increasing the thickness of the phage ﬁlm. When
the thickness reached 100 nm, the coeﬃcient of a wild type phage ﬁlm
surged up to a saturated level of d33 ≈ 7.8 pm V−1 (Fig. 8c). Likewise,
the 4E phage ﬁlm with similar pattern exhibited an extraordinarily high
d33 value of 13.2 pm V−1 that was 10 times higher than the collagen
8
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Fig. 8. (a) Schematic of structure and dipole
in the M13 phage. (b) Lateral PFM image of
the monolayer phage ﬁlm. (c) Piezoelectric
properties of multilayer 4E-phage ﬁlms. (d)
The piezoresponse comparison of 4E-phage
ﬁlms with periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) and type I collagen ﬁlms
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [133].
Copyright 2012, Springer Nature.

ﬁlm with the same thickness (1.1 pm V−1) (Fig. 8d). This high-performance phage ﬁlm also demonstrated reverse piezoelectric eﬀects.
This multifunctionality and good tunability opens many possibilities for
integration into bioelectronic devices as energy harvester, actuator, and
transducer.

- polylactic acid (PLA) [138,139]. Bonded together by ester bonds in the
main polymer chain, the PLA would undergo hydrolytic degradation (a
bulk erosion mechanism by random scission of backbone) when subjects to microbial attacks or reacts with water [34,140]. It could
eventually be broken down to basic molecules such as water and carbon
dioxide. Because lactic acid is a chiral molecule with two enantiomers:
the naturally occurring L-lactic acid and synthetic D-lactic acid, condensation of isomers with the same conformation could yield two
conformations, i.e., poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) and poly (D-lactic acid)
(PDLA). Strong shear piezoelectricity could be expected from the
aligned electrical dipoles in the carbon–oxygen double-bonds (C]O)
branching oﬀ from the polymer backbone (Fig. 9a) [141–144].

2.4.2. Degradation behavior
Since M13 phages are viruses only infect bacteria without attacking
eukaryotic cells, they are widely exploited for diagnosing and therapeuticizing. The biodegradability of M13 phage in diﬀerent body
ﬂuids and tissues was systematic studied by Celec et al. in vitro [137],
as the ﬁrst study in this ﬁeld where very few reports have existed. They
analyzed the survival of M13 phage in diﬀerent body ﬂuids and tissues
in vitro, including blood, saliva, urine, and homogenates of stomach,
jejunum, and colon. Whereas there was almost no decrease in the sterile
phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) control group, the experiment groups
exhibited obvious degradation to various degree. While the M13 phage
decreased 44%, 66% and 88% after 45 min in blood, urine and saliva,
respectively, the most rapid phage degradability was observed in jejunum homogenate with nearly one hundred percent degradation after
45 min, attributing to the abundant proteolytic enzymes in the homogenate. This rapid degradation suggests the feasibility of bacteriophages
for constructing in vivo transient therapeutic devices.
Although virus has exciting piezoelectric responses, it should be
noted that piezoelectricity of phage ﬁlm was not fully understood at the
molecular level currently. The ordered phage with D6 or C6 symmetry
still could not completely explain the piezoelectric behaviors observed
experimentally. In-depth mechanism studies are required to completely
unveil the phage piezoelectricity to lay the foundation for their future
applications.

3.1. Piezoelectricity study
Experimental measurements revealed that the 0-cut PLLA specimen
with a side along the z-axis (elongation direction) had an appreciable
shear piezoelectric coeﬃcient d14 of 9.82 pC N−1 [145]. Curry et al.
recently investigated the impact of drawing ratio (elongation ratio, λ)
on its piezoelectricity [146]. As illustrated in Fig. 9b, the raw PLLA ﬁlm
exhibited three crystal faces (1 1 1), (2 0 0), and (1 1 0). As the drawing
ratio increased, the intensity of the (1 1 1) peak declined signiﬁcantly,
indicating the transformation from α-phase incorporating a left-handed
103 helical conformation to β-phase with a 31 helical conformation.
Meanwhile, the crystallinity of PLLA ﬁlm maximized at a drawing ratio
of 5 and then decreased with further elongation. Shear stress was applied to ﬁlms with diﬀerent drawing ratios and the generated electric
potentials were monitored (Fig. 9c). The best piezoelectric eﬀect was
obtained in the λ range of 2.5–4.5, consistent with crystallinity evolution. The results evidenced that uniaxial deformation could help the
alignment of polymer chains with polar C]O bonds and thus enhances
the piezoelectricity. Advanced characterization techniques further enabled direct observation of PLLA piezoelectricity at the micro/nanoscale [147,148]. Smith et al. reported the measurement of shear piezoelectricity in highly crystalline and orientated PLLA nanowires by
PFM [147]. They grew the nanowires in conﬁned anodized aluminium
oxide (AAO) template, where the nanoconﬁnement promoted crystallinity that was proved to be 70%. Under PFM, signiﬁcant deﬂection was
seen in the lateral signal along the nanowire while only sharp vertical
response was detected at the edge of nanowire, indicating a strong
shear piezoelectricity (Fig. 9e). Deﬂection gradient under AC voltage
sweeping gave an estimated d14 around 8 pC N−1, the same as that of

3. Synthetic biodegradable piezoelectric polymers
Beyond nature biomaterials, most polymers are designed and synthesized in laboratory, which oﬀers great versatility in tailoring the
materials’ properties. Similarly, synthetic polymers with intrinsic dipoles could exhibit piezoelectricity by adjusting the conﬁguration/
conformation of polymer chains. Mimicking how biological piezoelectric materials produce polarizations upon straining, desired biodegradability could be introduced to synthetic piezoelectric materials.
While lactic acid is a common human metabolic byproduct, its
polymerization could lead to the formation of semi-crystalline polymers
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Fig. 9. (a) The schematic of PLLA dipole alignment. (b) XRD pattern of PLLA ﬁlms with different drawing ratio. (c) Piezoresponse comparison of PLLA ﬁlms with diﬀerent drawing ratio.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [146].
Copyright 2017, National Academy of Sciences.
(d) Lateral and vertical PFM measurement of individual PLLA nanowire. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [147]. Copyright 2017, the
American Institute of Physics Publishing LLC.

bulk materials.

4.1. Nanogenerators for biomechanical energy harvesting

3.2. Degradation behavior

Owing the linear electromechanical coupling, piezoelectric biomaterials could convert mechanical energy into electricity, and thereby
function as a nanogenerator. FF peptide has a decent piezoelectric response comparable to other commercial polymeric piezoelectrics such
as PVDF [162], and it was considered as a promising biomaterial for
mechanical energy harvesting [60–65]. Nguyen et al. developed an
eﬀective approach that enables good alignment of FF and dipoles at
wafer-scale and they fabricated high-performance green power generator based on vertically aligned microrods [65]. They ﬁrst coated a
wafer substrate with an FF seed ﬁlm and subsequently grew FF microrods on the seed ﬁlm in a concentrated water solution. During the
growth, an electrical ﬁeld of 2 kV/cm for dipole alignment was applied
along the normal of substrate. A uniform FF ﬁlm exhibiting a high d33 of
17.9 pm V−1 with vertically aligned microrods (Fig. 10a) was obtained
under positive electrical ﬁeld. A nanogenerator was built by sandwiching the FF ﬁlm between two gold electrodes (Fig. 10b). When a
force of 60 N was applied, the nanogenerator generated an open-circuit
voltage (Voc) up to 1.4 V and a short-circuit current (Isc) of 39.2 nA,
together contributing a power density of 3.3 nW cm−2 (Fig. 10c). The
power provided by three stackings under ﬁnger typing had the ability to
operate a liquid crystal display (LCD), showing the potential capability
as a power supply for small electronics. Similarly, an energy harvester
was fabricated by Lee et al. based on large-scale aligned FF nanotubes
(Fig. 10e) [163], which was fabricated by a simple method of pulling a
substrate vertically out of concentrated solution. The aligned FF nanotubes exhibited unidirectional polarization under PFM scanning, and
a strong piezoelectric component (d15) of 46.6 pm V−1 was detected
(Fig. 10f). The ﬁnal device was built after the nanotubes were coated
with poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) protection and sandwiched between
Au/Cr electrodes on ﬂexible polymer substrates. A higher electrical
output (Voc = 2.8 V, Isc = 37.4nA and power around 8.2 nW) under a
small stimulus (Force = 42 N) was obtained from a single device, which
was suﬃcient to power an LCD panel.
In addition to FF peptide, virus has also been demonstrated as a
promising building block for mechanical energy harvesting due to their
good capability for chemical modiﬁcation, which may enable a large
range of tunable dipole moment. Shin et al. developed a piezoelectric
nanogenerator (PNG) based on vertically aligned M13 bacteriophage
nanopillars. An AAO porous nanostructure was used as a template to
deposit the 4E-phages on the ﬂuted channels to form dense virus

As a representative synthetic biodegradable polymer, the PLA family has well-known and long-standing experiences in medicals. The
PLLA experienced slow hydrolysis when reacted with water in tissue
[149–151]. Bos et al. studied in vivo long-term degradation of PLLA by
subcutaneously implanting high-molecular-weight samples (used for
internal ﬁxation of fractures) on the back of rat [152]. An apparent
decrease in molecular weight as well as mass was observed at the initial
stage (ﬁrst 3 months), which was attributed to the pure hydrolysis.
Resorption was responsible for the continuous mass loss from 26 weeks,
whereas no chronic or acute inﬂammatory reactions were found until
104 weeks when macrophages appeared and participated in cleaning
remaining PLLA particles. Like many other biodegradable polymers, the
amorphous region disintegration dominated the beginning while the
left particles eventually removed by macrophages are highly crystalline. In addition, previous studies also have demonstrated that PLLA
implants could last for 5.7 years with good biocompatibility before
being fully disintegrated by patients [153]. Analogous to the results of
above mentioned rat experiment, the PLLA implants would be eventually converted to a small fraction of highly crystallized particles
which are not absorbable but could be cleaned away by immune
system.
Overall, the appreciable degradation behavior coupled with unprecedented piezoelectricity is expected to provide more possibilities in
implantable bioelectronics, especially for in-vivo therapeutics and
electric energy generation among PLLA.
4. Bioelectronic applications
Bioelectronics refer to electronics consisting of biological/bio-inspired organic/inorganic materials that interface with biological
system. It could function as sensor/actuator/other information processing system to detect and collect biological signals [154–156].
However, there is a paradigm shift in current bioelectronics from oldfashioned unrecyclable devices to green and sustainable intelligent
devices with more functionalities [157–161]. The above-mentioned
biodegradable and bioabsorbable piezoelectric materials, a gift endowed by nature and science, are foreseeable to be playing a vital role
in the futuristic bioelectronics design and manufacturing.
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Fig. 10. (a) The schematic of FF microtube growth under electrical ﬁeld. (b) Voc of as-prepared FF energy harvester driven by compression. (c) Power output of FF
energy harvester as a function of load resistance. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [65]. Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. (d) The schematic of growth mechanism of well-aligned FF nanotubes. (e) Piezoresponses of nanotube ﬁlm characterized by PFM. (f) Power output of fabricated energy harvester as a function of
load resistance Reprinted with permission from Ref. [163]. Copyright 2018, the American Chemical Society.

Fig. 11. (a) The schematic fabrication and structural modulation of phage nanopillars. (b) The schematics of as-fabricated energy harvester (c) Output voltage and
current as a function of load resistance. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [135]. Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) The schematic of monolayer
growth process of vertically aligned M13 phage. (e) The schematic of as fabricated energy harvester. (f) Comparison of M13 phage ﬁlms with diﬀerent processing and
modiﬁcations. (g) The voltage of capacitor charging by M13 phage energy harvester as a function of time. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [134]. Copyright
2019, the American Chemical Society.

arrangement [134]. The improvement of dipole arrangement was attributed to the monolayer assembly of vertically aligned M13 phages
that was driven by upward capillary force during the evaporation of
solution under a micropatterned PDMS. PFM results showed that the
assembled 6H-phage had a deﬀ of 13.2 pm V−1, signiﬁcantly outperformed the wide type random phage ﬁlms (0.35 pm V−1). Before
device fabrication, the unidirectionally orientated phages were crosslinked by dityrosine to enhance the mechanical property. The PNG was
fabricated by inserting the aligned 6H-phage/PDMS ﬁlm in between
Au/Cr coated polymer substrates (Fig. 11f). Extraordinarily high electrical output was generated, with the voltage, current and power

nanopillars [135]. Controlling the inﬁltration cycles as well as the virus
solution concentration, the average height of the nanopillars was adjusted from ~2 to ~50 μm (Fig. 11a). A robust PNG device was made
after depositing electrodes on the porous template and being encapsulated by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer. It output an
average Voc of 232 mV and Isc of 11.1nA at an applied force of 30 N. The
maximum power output around 0.99 nW was record at a load resistance
of 10 MΩ. This level of power output might be useful for miniaturized
sensor nodes but it was still relatively low compared to peptide based
devices. Lee et al. recently improved the output of virus-based power
generator by several orders of magnitude by realizing a better dipole
11
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piezoelectric materials as intelligent monitor [143,144], smart wearable antibacterial textile [142], and even devices in tissue engineering
[156] are now becoming popular strategy to enabling biocompatibility
and degradability while remain a desired performance.

reached 2.8 V, 120 nA and 236 nW (Fig. 11g), respectively. Five devices
connected in series could charge a 100 μF capacitor to 5 V within 8000 s
(Fig. 11h). They were able to power a commercial light-emitting diode
(LED) and drive an LCD panel to operate, showing the capacity as a
power supply equivalent to small batteries.
In summary, PNG prototypes leveraging biodegradable piezo-materials could generate electricity at the nanowatts level. This power
output might be smaller than other energy harvesters such as electromagnetic [164–166] and triboelectric generators [167–170]. However,
the unique possibility of integrating these piezoelectric materials with
common biodegradable encapsulation materials (such as PLA, PCL,
PLGA et al) and biodegradable electrodes (such as iron, magnesium,
conducting polymers et al) is capable of creating novel biodegradable
devices with desired performance, providing new opportunities in
battery-free self-powered transient implantable bioelectronics [159].

5. Conclusion and perspectives
Although the exploration starts as early as in 1950s, the underlying
mechanism of piezoresponse in biodegradable materials was not clear
during the past half century. Deep understanding of piezoelectricity in
soft materials nowadays allowed better engineering of these materials
to meet speciﬁc electronic applications. Many exciting demonstrations
of their versatile abilities such as high-eﬃciency energy harvesting,
controllable actuation and high mechanical-stimulus sensitivity opened
intriguing applications for introducing biodegradation ability to biomedical devices that were usually built upon hard ceramic piezoelectrics. Despite these intriguing potentials, both the natural materials
and the synthetic biopolymer are still facing major challenges and
problems below:

4.2. Actuator, sensor and transducer
Biodegradable piezoelectric materials have also been applied in the
development of actuator, transducer and sensors for biomedical applications. Tajitsu et al. developed a smart medical tweezer/catheter based
on PLLA ﬁbers [171–173]. Using high-speed spinning, they obtained
PLLA ﬁbers with improved piezoelectricity. Two rectangular electrodes
were deposited on the upper surface of a single PLLA ﬁber with a
diameter of 40 μm to make an actuator. They observed apparent vibration from the PLLA ﬁber when an AC voltage in the range of 50 –
300 V was applied at a frequency of 0.1 – 150 Hz. Based on this design,
a PLLA actuator was fabricated to function as a medical tweezer which
was able to gasp and remove thrombosis sample under microscope
(Fig. 12a). The micro PLLA actuator demonstrated a great potential as
smart implantable transient devices for cleaning the blocked blood
vessels. The in vivo degradation behavior of the PLLA ﬁbers was demonstrated by Ishi et al. who subcutaneously implanted the ﬁbers in
Wistar rats for 12 weeks [174]. The tissues stained by Hematoxylin and
eosin (HE) showed that delamination occurred on the surface of the
PLLA nanoﬁber after 4-week implantation and severe damages of
structure with tissue inﬁltration was observed on 12-week implantation
owing to the degradation (Fig. 12b). The complete dissociation of ﬁber
structures and the signiﬁcant decrease of ﬁber crystallinity and molecular weight conﬁrmed the in vivo biodegradation.
The application of PLLA as a biodegradable implantable force/
pressure sensor was also demonstrated by Curry et al. [146]. They afﬁxed molybdenum pieces on a piezoelectric PLLA ﬁlm as electrodes and
encapsulated the PLLA/Mo assembly by PLA to enable implantation
(Fig. 12c). The in vivo pressure sensibility was illustrated by inserting
the packaged device into an incision below the mouse’s diaphragm. A
clear signal was detected when the mouse breath under anesthesia,
which was correlated to a sinusoidal force of ~0.1 N cm−2 (Fig. 12d).
In addition, the PLLA ﬁlm was fully degraded in 56 days in the phosphate-buﬀered saline (PBS) at a temperature of 74 °C. The implantability was evidenced by a mild immune reaction without signiﬁcant
presence of inﬂammation during the 2–4 weeks implantation in mice.
Kim et al. applied biocompatible electroactive chitin ﬁlm for audio
transducers [93]. The β-rich chitin ﬁlm (4 × 6 cm2) was obtained from
squids, with which a transparent transducer was fabricated using silver
nanowires as electrodes (Fig. 12e). The short-time Fourier transformation (STFT) revealed that the sound waves generated by the chitin device well matched the original sound source with 71% synchronization,
indicating its potentials for speaker applications (Fig. 12f). In addition,
the electroactive chitin ﬁlm would fully disintegrate in a water solution
containing a small amount of chitinase enzyme within eight days at
room temperature, evidencing the potential for naturally degradable
bioelectronics. Apparently, this ﬂexible chitin ﬁlm could be further
exploited as building blocks for self-powered wearable technology for
biological signal (such as voice and motions) detecting and analyzing.
More implementations of these advanced biodegradable

1. Current piezoelectric biomaterials are still much more rigid compared to human tissues and organs. For instance, the self-assembled
peptide has a Young’s modulus of ~19 GPa [73] and the Modulus in
synthetic PLLA is also in the GPa level [175,176]. The Young’s
modulus of some hydrated collagens could be at a lower level of
20–200 MPa [177,178], however, it is still 1–2 orders of magnitude
higher than soft skin and brain. Besides, desired high piezoelectric
performance is always in conﬂict with ﬂexibility and softness, as
high piezoelectricity corresponds to high crystallinity while ﬂexibility and softness favors amorphousness in semi-crystalline polymers. How to enable the biomimetic property while keep the high
piezoelectricity is of great importance for future self-powered implantable medical devices (IMDs) and wearable electronics.
2. Most natural and synthetic organic piezoelectric materials have
strong shear components yet weak transverse and longitudinal responses. Take the glycine as an example, the shear piezoelectricity
in β polymorph (178 pC N−1) is 2 orders of magnitude higher than
the longitudinal one (4.7 pC N−1). Some orientated materials even
only show shear piezoelectricity. Nevertheless, considering that the
normal out-of-plane stress is the most common mechanical stimuli,
speciﬁc device conﬁgurations are required to translate the normal
stress into in-plane shear in piezoelectric device design, which might
either lower the eﬃciency or complicate the device fabrication.
3. Stability and durability are of great concern for the biodegradable
piezoelectric materials. Many of their polymorphs with strong piezoelectricity are metastable. For example, β-glycine can gradually
transform to γ or α phase even at room temperature. In addition,
many practical applications of electromechanical coupling devices
require a large number of strain cycle lifetime, which may deteriorate the piezoelectric performance of peptide materials that has a
relatively low stability. Moreover, most biomaterials could not
survive in relatively harsh environment such as high temperature.
This also happens to the synthetic PLLA that only has a low glass
transition temperature at ~60 °C [179,180]. Typically, a robust
encapsulation with matching mechanical properties needs to be
developed to improve the durability and stability.
4. More eﬀective approaches are required to manage the dipole/polarization in the biomaterials to enable higher piezoelectric performance. Despite that external mechanical forces such as shear force
and capillary force could facilitate molecular orientation, these
mechanical stimuli have weak interactions with polarization. As a
result, polar groups may exhibit an antiparallel conformation, canceling out the eﬀective dipoles for macroscopic piezoelectricity
generation. Methods reasonably incorporating both mechanical and
electrical forces could be a good solution to achieve a good control
over both orientation and dipole moment and eventually lead to
12
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Fig. 12. (a) Digital photograph demonstrating the grasping capability of PLLA tweezer controlled by applied voltage. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [171].
Copyright 2005, Taylor & Francis Group. (b) Histological images of PLLA nanoﬁbers implanted after 4 weeks and 12 weeks. Reprinted with permission from Ref.
[174]. Copyright 2009, the American Chemical Society. (c) The schematic (left) and digital image (right) of the implantable biodegradable piezoelectric sensor. (d) In
vivo pressure sensing of the biodegradable sensor implanted in the abdominal cavity of rat. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [146]. Copyright 2017, National
Academy of Sciences. (e) Schematic of as-fabricated chitin-based transducer. (f) Comparison of Fourier transform (STFT) spectrograms from the original sound source
and chitin speaker. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [93]. Copyright 2018, Elsevier.
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optimal performance.
5. More robust protocols for piezoelectric response measurement of
biomaterials should be established to rule out interferences from
other factors. The reported piezoelectric coeﬃcients for the same
materials could vary over several orders of magnitude [90], such as
cellulose and collagen. Due to the rich number of polymorphs in
these materials and diﬀerent measurement approaches at various
length scales (macroscopic (PFM)/microscopic (piezometer)), other
electromechanical coupling eﬀects might impose large impacts to
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extrinsic contributions (e.g. electrochemical ion migration and
electrostatic eﬀects) should be avoided in order to establish a reliable relationship between materials and their piezoelectric properties.
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